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Current Apps in Flight
NEW APP VARIETIES SOON TO BE ADDED
The Cerner Open Developer Experience (code) team continues to see tremendous growth in the depth
and variety of SMART on FHIR apps approaching the Cerner ecosystem. The Open Platform team is quite
busy with the validation process to further add 3rd party applications to the App Gallery to fill out client
needs.
We currently have 20+ developers in the various stages of the code validation program (functional,
operational, user experience and security). We believe in the power of an interoperable platform and the
Open Platforms group does an excellent job curating apps to provide confidence and repeatability for our
clients when installing a validated app.
Please review the next few pages that highlight some of our most exciting apps that will be coming soon
to the App Gallery. As always, you can find the latest in documentation, app information and contact info
at our website, code.cerner.com. (*apps listed herein have no guarantee or promised timeline to complete
the code validation program).

Mobile Smith
SUPPORTS PRE- AND POST-PROCEDURAL ADHERENCE ACROSS
EPISODES OF CARE.
MobileSmith Health's Peri™ is an intuitive and patient-friendly way to
gain visibility and efficiency throughout pre- and post-procedural
adherence that reduces cancellations and complications across
episodes of care
Through seamless EMR integration and adherence tracking
dashboards, Peri can save facilities as much as $300 per procedure by
reducing complications, cancellations and 30-day readmissions.
Peri Dashboard allows clinicians to view all active patient pathways, and
to be automatically alerted to adherence violations in real time. Peri
Mobile is the new patient-facing mobile solution that replaces dense
PDF booklets with a comprehensive, easy-to-use app. Patients can now
easily view critical pre-op and post-op instructions and complete them
as event checklists

ImageMover
IMAGING WORKFLOW, SIMPLIFIED

ImageMover offers a patient centric platform to connect and optimize
health systems existing imaging systems. It leverages health systems
existing PACS and EHR solutions to connect disparaging imaging
workflows.
Offers outpatient workflow, where a primary care provider can
securely capture a picture of a patient’s rash and instant integration
into the EHR system. No data is left on the smartphone using the
HIPPA-compliant workflow.
ImageMover allows a care team to easily view the most recent
imaging done in other clinics for speed of diagnosis and avoidance of
duplicate studies.

EBMCalc
EDUCATIONAL MEDICAL REFERNCE
EBMcalc is a unique educational medical reference
that brings medical literature to life! EBMcalc
references hundreds of medical journal and
textbook articles comprising a wide array of
medical equations, clinical criteria sets and decision
trees. From this literature EBMcalc creates
interactive versions of these resources to aid in
learning Evidence-Based Medicine.
You can now access EBMcalc equations, criteria
sets, decision trees and data converters on your
iPhone, iPad, or Android device.

